Call for papers. Conference ZAFIN2014.

We offer the following publishing opportunities dedicated to the XVth International Conference "Financial management - theory and practice":
2) Argumenta Oeconomica (AO), indexed by the following Thompson Reuters services: Social Sciences Citation Index (c), Social SciSearch (c), Journal Citation Reports/ Social Sciences Edition
3) Business and Economic Horizons (BEH),

The XVth International Conference "Financial management - theory and practice" will be held on 19-21 of May 2014 in Wroclaw, at the Wroclaw University of Economics campus.

The conference is focused on topics related to corporate finance and public finance management, this year we introduce new research fields of sustainable finance and health economics. We wish to create in Wroclaw the room for international scientific debate and presentation of research ideas and results for our participants.

Paper requirements and all additional details are given at: http://zafin.ue.wroc.pl

Most important facts:
Organizers: Department of Public and International Finance in cooperation with Department of Corporate Finance and Value Management of Wroclaw University of Economics, Poland
Date: 19-21 May 2014
Location: Wroclaw, Poland
Registration starts on: 10th of December
Deadline for paper submission: 20th of February 2014
Fee payment deadline: 1st of March 2014
Fee consists of:
1) Conference fee including paper submission and review fee: 190 EUR
2) Publishing fee (after positive review): 75 EUR (special price for conference participants)
or
1) Paper publishing fee (without participation in the conference) - 215 EUR
Conference fee covers: participation, conference materials, lunches and coffee breaks, conference gala dinner. It does not cover accommodation. List of suggested conference hotels will be available soon.
Submitting papers and registration to the conference is possible only at: http://zafin.ue.wroc.pl, system will be open after 10th of December 2013.
Please forward this information to your colleagues who might be interested in the publication and/or participation in the conference.